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SURFACED 

 

“Surfaced” acknowledges the relationship between photography, painting and 

drawing in portraiture.  I take photographs as I paint and pour liquids onto myself, 

using my face as a canvas.  The photo shoot references the practice of drawing and 

painting; then the final graphite drawing references photography.  The boundaries 

between the mediums are broken down and the processes are interwoven.  

 

The images depart from the framing of traditional portraiture.  The viewer is not 

given an entire bust of the subject, rather the frame zooms into up-close sections of 

the face.  The cropping pushes the face to the surface of the paper, making the 

figure more ambiguous.  Flesh becomes abstracted: obliterated by paint on the skin, 

 distorted by the eye of the camera lens, or smeared by the glass of a Xerox machine. 

Photographs are used as inspiration for drawing and mark making.  The drawings are 

made by dusting thin layers of graphite onto paper with a dry brush.  The softness of 

the graphite provides a smooth surface that can be augmented by erasing in details. 

 Gestural marks are apparent, while still creating dimension.  Textures are given 

precedence over portraying a likeness to the figure.   The act of drawing becomes 

the focus. 
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VACUUM 

The “Vacuum” series ascribes to the devices of melancholia in order to explore 

society’s fascination with violence, death and insanity. In this series I create a 

fictional, tortured persona in order to fulfill the stereotype of the tragic artist. Within 

my avatar, I am able to exaggerate the characteristics of the crazy, unstable, 

melancholic artist in order to question its glorification and validity. 

As I spend time analyzing, drawing, and observing this character, role-playing and 

fantasy can transform into reality. I become more aware of my day-to-day struggles. 

Everyone is faced with their own sadness, but what is considered to be true tragedy? 

The plastic bubble creates it’s own environment that can offer protection and 

separation from the outside and its elements. Is there something I need protection 

from? The bubble also carries threats of its own. By depriving myself of air, I am 

depriving myself of one of life’s basic needs. What other primal urges are denied? 

The clear plastic bag also serves as a technical challenge. I am searching for a 

balance between clarity and expressiveness, allowing smoothness to dissolve into 

distressed, scratchy marks. I am also interested in confronting viewers and bringing 

elements of emotion and controversy to the realm of Realism. 
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MASKED 

Masks give permission to assume an alternate persona, allowing one to push the 

boundaries of their personality by eliminating repression and social restraints.  By 

wearing masks, I become a character and provoke dormant aspects of my identity. 

 As I spend time analyzing, drawing, and observing a character, role-playing and 

fantasy can transform into reality; the animalistic persona can become part of my 

identity. 

 

The “Masked” series uses posing, nudity and stylization to investigate models of 

beauty, femininity, elegance and tropes of portraiture.  I ascribe and indulge in the 

stereotype of the artist as spectacle, oddity and celebrity.  In essence, I am selling 

myself, and seducing the viewer with my character and my sexuality. 

 

In spite of what many deem as the “Post-Skill Era”, a time where craftsmanship is a 

detriment, I strive to challenge myself with new visual problems in order to hone my 

drawing ability and technique.  I create my work by applying thin layers of powdered 

graphite to paper with a dry brush. Illusion dissolves into brushwork and the honesty 

of the material. 

 


